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Categorical perception
Robert L. Goldstone∗ and Andrew T. Hendrickson
Categorical perception (CP) is the phenomenon by which the categories possessed
by an observer influences the observers’ perception. Experimentally, CP is revealed
when an observer’s ability to make perceptual discriminations between things is
better when those things belong to different categories rather than the same
category, controlling for the physical difference between the things. We consider
several core questions related to CP: Is it caused by innate and/or learned
categories, how early in the information processing stream do categories influence
perception, and what is the relation between ongoing linguistic processing and
CP? CP for both speech and visual entities are surveyed, as are computational
and mathematical models of CP. CP is an important phenomenon in cognitive
science because it represents an essential adaptation of perception to support
categorizations that an organism needs to make. Sensory signals that could
be linearly related to physical qualities are warped in a nonlinear manner,
transforming analog inputs into quasi-digital, quasi-symbolic encodings.  2009
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. WIREs Cogn Sci
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hen we look at a rainbow, we tend to see about
seven distinct bands of color, even though we
know from physics that the dominant wavelength of
light that meets one’s eye changes smoothly from the
top to bottom of the rainbow. Although the rainbow
presents itself to us with a continuous and full range
of visible wavelengths of light, we tend to see it in
terms of distinct colors such as red, yellow, blue, and
violet. This effect is a striking example of categorical
perception (CP). According to this phenomenon, we
tend to perceive our world in terms of the categories
that we have formed. Our perceptions are warped
such that differences between objects that belong in
different categories are accentuated, and differences
between objects that fall into the same category
are deemphasized. This is allegorically illustrated in
Figure 1.
CP is an important phenomenon in cognitive science because it involves the interplay between humans’
higher-level conceptual systems and their lower-level
perceptual systems. Traditional information flow diagrams in cognitive science typically draw a clean
division between perceptual and conceptual systems
with information moving only from perception to the
conceptual system; the frequency of CP effects indicates permeability and bidirectional influence between
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these systems. We humans do not simply base our
categories on the outputs of perceptual systems independent of feedback. Instead, our perceptual systems
become customized to the task-useful categories that
we acquire, slowly at the evolutionary timescale or
quickly at the timescale of individual learning.
Another reason why CP is theoretically important is that offers a potential account for how the
apparently symbolic activity of high-level cognition
can be grounded in perception and action.1 A basic
feature of human symbolic thought is that people
form equivalence classes. In the classical notion of an
equivalence class, distinguishable stimuli come to be
treated as the same thing once they have been placed
in the same category.2 This kind of equivalence is too
strong when it comes to human concepts because even
when we place two objects into the same category, we
do not treat them as the same thing for all purposes
and objects can be placed in different categories when
in different contexts. Some researchers have stressed
the intrinsic variability of human concepts—variability that makes it unlikely that a concept has the same
sense or meaning each time it is used.3,4 Still, it is
impressive the extent to which perceptually dissimilar
things can be treated equivalently given the appropriate conceptualization. To the biologist armed with a
strong mammal concept, even whales and dogs may
be treated as equivalent in contexts related to biochemistry, child rearing, and thermoregulation. Even
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FIGURE 1 | An illustration of categorical perception. When an
observer looks at objects (chickens) that fall into two or more categories
(coops), differences among objects that fall into different categories are
exaggerated, and differences among objects that fall into the same
category are minimized. Conceived by Robert Goldstone, Made
perceptual by Joe Lee.

sea lions may possess equivalence classes, as Schusterman et al.5 have argued that these animals show free
substitution between two entities once they have been
associated together.
CP provides a mechanism for the origin of these
(near-) equivalence classes. By CP, our perceptual
systems transform relatively linear sensory signals
into relatively nonlinear internal representations. The
extreme case of this kind of nonlinear transformation
is a step function by which increases to a sensory signal
have no effect on perception until the signal reaches
a certain threshold. At that threshold, perception
changes qualitatively and suddenly. During the flat
portion of the staircase function, different input
signals have equivalent effects. Hence, CP can provide
us with equivalence classes, the beginning of protosymbolic thought.
Why would we, or mother nature, want to
build cognitive systems with equivalence classes?
One reason is that they are relatively impervious
to superficial similarities. Once one has formed a
concept that treats all skunks as equivalent for some
purposes, irrelevant variations among skunks can be
greatly deemphasized. People may never be able to
transcend superficial appearances when categorizing
objects,6 nor is it clear that they would want to.7 Still,
one of the most powerful aspects of concepts is their
ability to make superficially different things alike.8 If
one has the concept ‘Things to remove from a burning
house’, even children and jewelry become similar.9
Across modalities, the spoken phonemes /d/ /o/ /g/,
the French word ‘chien’, the written word ‘dog’, and

a picture of a dog can all trigger one’s concept of
dog,10 and although they may trigger slightly different
representations, much of the core information will be
the same. Equivalence classes are particularly useful
when we need to make connections between things
that have different apparent forms.
Equivalence classes are particularly useful when
we need to make connections between things that
have different apparent forms. CP is the first stage of
this process of responding to the essential, rather than
superficial, aspect of an entity. It is the same reason
why most current electronics are digital: To provide
tolerance to superficial variation in voltage signals that
are irrelevant to the critical information. It may well
be that current computers are too brittle because they
throw away too much analog variation in their pursuit
of discrete symbols. Still, it is worth remembering that
the informational system benefiting from the most
years of ‘research and development’, provided by
evolution is the genetic code of life itself, which closely
approximates a digital code consisting of nucleotides
and codons. Complex cellular machinery is dedicated
to assuring that the code is relatively inert, and is
protected from many contextual influences.11 It is
reasonable to think that our cognitive system benefits
from the same strategy of developing (quasi-)reusable
codes.

CP IN SPEECH
As operationalized in psychology, CP is said to
be present when people more reliably distinguish
physically different stimuli when the stimuli come
from different categories than when they come
from the same category.12 The effect was originally
established with speech phoneme categories. For
example, Liberman et al.13 generated a continuum
of equally spaced consonant-vowel syllables with
endpoints reliably identified as /be/ and /ge/, as
shown in Figure 2 (top left graph) by varying the
second formant transition.14 There is a point (around
stimulus value 4) where there is a relatively rapid
decrease in the probability of observers hearing the
sound as a /be/ to hearing it as /de/. At a later
point, around values 9 and 10, observers rapidly
shift from /de/ to /ge/ identifications. In addition to
giving participants an identification task, participants
were also given an ABX discrimination task. In this
task, observers listened to three sounds—A followed
by B followed by X—and indicated whether X was
identical to A or B. Observers performed the task
more accurately when syllables A and B belonged
to different phonemic categories, as indicated by
their identification probabilities, than when they
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FIGURE 2 | As a physical variable (the direction and extent of the second formant transition) describing speech sounds is varied linearly along the
horizontal axis, a person’s perception relatively rapidly shifts from hearing the sound as a /be/ to hearing it as a /de/, and then rapidly shifts again to
hearing it as a /ge/ (upper left panel). The perceiver’s ability to discriminate sounds improves as the sounds become less similar—going from
discriminations of sounds that differ by one step to two steps to three steps along the horizontal continuum. However, in all cases, discrimination
ability peaks near the boundary separating phonemic categories. Reprinted with permission from Liberman et al.13

were variants of the same category, even when
physical differences were equated. As shown in
Figure 2, observers’ discrimination accuracy tended
to peak at the boundaries between the phonemic
categories. Liberman et al.13 concluded that the
phonemic categories possessed by an adult speaker
of English influence the perceptual discriminations
that they can make.
The strongest version of CP claims that the
probabilities from the category identification task can
completely predict discrimination performance. That
is, people use only their categorizations in order to
determine whether two stimuli are identical. For a
situation in which each stimulus must belong to either

Category A or Category B, this strong statement can
be mathematically expressed as
P(c) =

1 + (p1 − p2 )
2

where P(c) is the probability of a correct ABX
discrimination between Stimulus 1 and Stimulus 2,
p1 is the probability of placing Stimulus 1 in category
A, and p2 is the probability of placing Stimulus 2 in
that same category.15 This strong relation is rarely
found in empirical results.16 Listeners are better able
to discriminate between two sounds than is predicted
only by their categorization performance, indicating
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that participants are supplementing their categorical
codes with a richer, perceptual, less digitized encoding
as well. With passing time, the categorical codes
apparently become increasingly important compared
to the more analog perceptual representation, as
shown by the increasingly good prediction of
discrimination by categorization performance as
sounds must be remembered for a longer period of
time.17 Accordingly, strictly category-based theories
of perceptual discrimination have been called in
doubt. Researchers have argued that discrimination
for physical differences within a category is not at
chance for either adults18,19 or infants,20 as would
be expected if discrimination is based entirely on
category membership. In fact, allophonic variation
within speech sounds that are categorized as the same
phoneme are not only perceptually discriminable, but
they also have measurable impact on people’s spoken
word recognition.21
The degree to which CP phenomena are learned
rather than innate is not clear.18,22 Consistent with an
innatist perspective, it appears that discriminability
in some regions of acoustical continua is higher
than in other regions, irrespective of category
structure. Infants of only 4 months show increased
sensitivity to acoustical differences in the same
region of physical continua as do adults.23,24 Human
languages may have adapted to use phoneme category
boundaries located in regions with intrinsically
higher discriminability.25,26 Thus, there is evidence
that suggests that people’s increased sensitivity
to acoustical differences that straddle category
boundaries may be a combination of innate properties
of the auditory system and the acoustical signal,
rather than learned. Similar claims have been
made for vision, with researchers finding that color
categories for 110 widely varying cultures are
highly similar, perhaps even universal,27 that these
categories may be determined by general optimality
considerations,28 and in turn determine patterns of
perceptual sensitivity.
However, there is also evidence that CP for
auditory stimuli is subject to learning.29 Using
laboratory-created, speech-like stimuli that were
assigned to different categories based on their
labels, Lane30 found CP effects despite a lack
of correspondence between the trained categories
and naturally occurring language categories. Crosscultural evidence suggests that the learning of
a particular language influences the pattern of
discriminability between speech sounds. In general,
a sound difference that crosses the boundary between
phonemes in a language will be more discriminable
to speakers of that language than to speakers of a

language in which the sound difference does not
cross phonemic boundaries.31,32 In fact, giving English
speakers practice with a discrimination that is present
in other languages but not English causes them
to show a CP effect for these discriminations.33
Recent evidence suggests that infants’ ability to retain
discriminability for speech sounds that belong in the
same category in their native language is promoted
by exposure to a language where the sounds are
categorized differently, but only if they are spoken by
a present speaker, not merely a pre-recorded video.34
Another issue in CP research concerns whether
it is a general perceptual effect, or it is only found for
language-related stimuli. Liberman et al.35 originally
argued that CP is found for speech-like stimuli, but not
for control stimuli that do not sound like speech (also
see Ref [36]). However, Burns and Ward37 found that
expert but not novice musicians showed a CP effect
for pitch differences, suggesting that extended training
could create differential sensitization for nonlanguage
semitone boundaries. In addition, other researchers38
(see also Ref [39]) have found CP effects for nonspeech
auditory materials.

CP IN VISION
Consistent with the preceding results indicating that
speech is not unique in producing CP, considerable
work has also shown CP for visual categories. The
notion that experience and expectations can influence
perception can be traced back to the ‘New Look’
movement of the 40s and 50s.40 Evidence suggests that
experts who have specialized concepts for their fields
perceive structures in x-rays41 and infant chickens42
that are missed by novices. As the experts in these
fields learn to distinguish between the concepts in their
domain (types of fractures or gender of chickens), they
seem to acquire new ways of perceptually structuring
the objects to be categorized. Consistent with CP
effects, the perceptual differences among objects that
belong to different categories are sensitized, and
differences among objects belonging to the same
category are desensitized.
Lawrence43 developed a theory of acquired
distinctiveness, according to which cues that are
relevant for determining category membership become
generally distinctive. In one experiment, Lawrence
trained rats on either a black/white or a rough/smooth
discrimination. Rats received a reward for choosing
one stimuli rather than another. Subsequently, rats
were transferred to a discrimination in which, for
example, when black shapes were presented, the rat
was rewarded for a left response, and when white
shapes were presented, the rat was rewarded for a
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FIGURE 3 | Stimuli used by Goldstone.47 Sixteen squares were
constructed by combining four values of brightness with four values of
size. The letters show the categorizations of the squares when
brightness was relevant, and for other participants size was relevant.
Categorization training on the shown categories leads to heightened
discriminability of pairs of squares that differ on brightness, and is at a
peak at the boundary between the As and Bs. Reprinted with
permission from the authors.

right response. Rats learned this second discrimination
better when they had been trained earlier to make
a black/white discrimination. Stimuli also acquire
‘nondistinctiveness’ (or ‘equivalence’). When cues
are irrelevant for an earlier discrimination, there
is a deleterious effect on subsequent discrimination
learning with them.44 Both of these effects are
commonplace in human subjects,45,46 and provide
mechanisms for an influence of categorization on
visual discriminations.
Researchers have explored the question of
whether arbitrary new visual categorizations can be
learned, and if so, whether they alter perceptual
sensitivities. Using the stimuli shown in Figure 3,
Goldstone47 first gave participants categorization
training involving either brightness or size. Subsequent
to categorization training, participants were given a
same/different judgment task in which horizontally
or vertically adjacent squares from Figure 3 were
presented, or the same square was repeated twice and
participants were required to respond as to whether
the two squares were exactly identical on both their
size and brightness, or differed even slightly on either
dimension. When a dimension had been relevant for
categorization, participants’ same/different judgments
along this entire dimension were more accurate,

compared to those from participants for whom the
dimension was irrelevant or control participants who
did not undergo categorization training. In addition,
consistent with an acquired CP effect, the greatest
increase in accuracy was found for those particular
dimension values that were at the boundary between
learned categories (i.e., comparing values 2 and 3 on
brightness).
Other researchers have shown similar CP
effects with richer, more realistic stimuli. Whereas
Goldstone47 found mostly increased discriminability
for objects belonging to different categories (akin
to Lawrence’s acquired distinctiveness), Livingston
et al.48 found mostly decreased discriminability for
objects belonging to the same category (akin to
acquired equivalence), using complex line drawings
reminiscent of biological cells. Levin and Beale49
found CP effects along continua that were created
by morphing from one realistic face to another,
again indicating relatively rapid acquisition of
perceptual equivalence classes. Using the same
morphing technique to create new dimensions
between arbitrarily paired endpoints, Newell and
Bulthoff50 found that classifying familiar, threedimensional objects produced increased perceptual
discriminability for these objects at the classification
boundary. Results suggest that CP effects with faces
are more robust when the faces that serve as endpoints
of a morph continuum are familiar rather than
unfamiliar faces, or when they have been labeled
to make them unique.51 The difference in CP effects
because of face familiarity have been localized to a
few brain regions in the right hemisphere, including
the middle occipital gyrus, the posterior fusiform
gyrus, and the inferotemporal cortex.52 Goldstein
and Davidoff53 found CP of animal patterns for
members of a culture where differences between
patterns are important and captured by their system
of animal terms. All of these results suggest that
CP is a general and robust phenomenon in visual
processing, providing a rationale for developing a
general account of it in terms of the development of
perceptual expertise.54
One visual domain worthy of singling out is
color. Early work on the cross-cultural perception
of color suggested that cultures with very different
color categories, as indicated by their color words,
nonetheless, showed similar perceptual memory
differences for different colors.55 However, more
recent work has shown that cultures that organize
colors into different categories show differences in
their perceptual memory and sensitivity that are
consistent with these categories.56 For example,
people show better ability to remember which of
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two colors has just been shown to them when the
colors belong to different color categories.57 In a
related study testing English and Russian speakers,
who differ in their color categories in the range
of colors English speakers call ‘blue’ and ‘green’,
Winawer et al.58 find that both groups are faster
to discriminate between two colors that fall into
different, rather than the same, linguistic category.
Moreover, this category advantage was eliminated by
a simultaneous verbal, but not spatial, interference
task (for similar results, see Ref [59]). These results
suggest that linguistic categories facilitate recognition
and influence perceptual judgments, and that these
influences may be mediated by the active labeling of
colors as they are presented. Laboratory analogs of
these cross-linguistic influences have been performed
in which people are given laboratory experience with
different color terms, and these too show perceptual
discriminability coinciding with experience-dependent
categories.60
Color has been a valuable attribute for identifying both developmental and neural underpinnings
of CP. CP for color is stronger for the left, compared
to right, hemisphere of adults, but for prelinguistic
infants, the opposite pattern is found.61 This suggests
that language may not build on top of early perceptual
category structures in the right hemisphere so much
as it imposes its categories on a less constrained left
hemisphere. Consistent with this interpretation are
additional results indicating that CP effects are found
for toddlers’ right hemisphere processing for colors
with unknown terms, but left hemisphere for colors
with known terms.62 Accordingly, the lateralization of
color CP is affected by the acquisition of color terms,
and this influence of language has a lasting impact on
functional brain organization.
An important question about these visual CP
effects is ‘Where does the influence of categorization
experience on representation occur in the information
processing stream?’ Does categorization and labeling
influence the early perceptual encodings of objects, or
do they only influence later processes that determine
how the objects are remembered, interpreted, or
judged? The result in the preceding paragraph about
the influence of verbal interference tasks in eliminating
CP suggests that some of the influences of labeling are
not chronic changes to how an object is perceptually
encoded, but rather are due to on-line and optional
verbal encodings. Other results suggest earlier and
longer lasting influences on perceptual encodings.
Goldstone et al.63 found that objects that are placed
in the same category not only become more similar to
each other, but they also become more similar in their
similarity to other neutral objects that were never

categorized. They concluded that the categorized
objects are changing their representations, and people
are not simply increasing similarity judgments to
objects that receive the same label. Consistent with an
early locus of perceptual plasticity, Notman et al.64
found that participants who learned to place oriented
line gratings into different categories developed
patterns of sensitization that were tightly tuned
around the diagnostic orientations. The researchers
interpret the lack of transfer from one orientation
to others as evidence for relatively early perceptual
changes. This inference is based on the finding
from visual neuroscience that as visual information
is more deeply processed in the cortex, neurons
respond to larger spatial regions, and a greater range
of orientations. Accordingly, the inference is often
made that if categorization-induced learning is tightly
restricted to trained spatial regions or orientations,
then it is because of changes to early stages in
the stream of visual processing. In one study that
directly investigated changes in the responding of
single cells due to category learning in monkeys,
cells in the temporal cortex were observed to change
their responsivity, a locus that would be considered
mid-to-late-stream in visual processing.65 In sum,
there is evidence for a variety of loci of plasticity
due to category learning, and it is likely that
categorization has an influence on the relatively
low-level perception of elementary visual features,
mid-level shape recognition, and late processes
involved with language, object-to-label associations,
and decision making.

MODELS OF CP
Several models of CP, both mathematical and
computational, have been proposed. It has been a ripe
area for modeling because the behavioral phenomena
are robust and amenable to quantitative measurement.
Interestingly, two almost opposite approaches for
representing categories have successfully accounted
for the basic CP effect. One approach is to represent
a category by its prototype—its most typical example
or central tendency.66,67 The other approach is to
represent a category by its boundaries.68 The category
boundary approach represents categories by their
periphery, not their center.
CP effects have been have been shown to emerge
from either prototype or boundary representations.
An item to be categorized might be compared to
the prototypes of two candidate categories. Increased
sensitivity at the category boundary would be because
people represent items in terms of the prototype to
which they are closest. Items that fall on different
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sides of the boundary would have very different
representations because they would be closest to
different prototypes.13 Alternatively, the boundary
itself might be represented as a reference point, and as
pairs of items move closer to the boundary, it becomes
easier to discriminate between them because of their
proximity to this reference point.18
Computational models have been developed that
operate on both principles. Following the prototype
approach, Harnad et al.69 describe a neural network
in which the representation of an item is ‘pulled’
toward the prototype of the category to which
it belongs. Following the boundary representation
approach, Goldstone et al.70 describe a neural
network that learns to strongly represent critical
boundaries between categories by shifting perceptual
detectors to these regions; empirically, the results are
mixed. Consistent with prototype representations,
some researchers have found particularly good
discriminability close to a familiar prototype.71,72
Consistent with boundary representations, other
researchers have found that the sensitivity peaks
associated with CP heavily depend on the saliency
of perceptual cues at the boundary.25 Rather than
being arbitrarily fixed, category boundaries are most
likely to occur at a location where a distinctive
perceptual cue, such as the difference between an
aspirated and unaspirated speech sound, is present.
A possible reconciliation is that information about
either the center or the periphery of a category can
be represented, and that boundary information is
more likely to be represented when two highly similar
categories must be frequently discriminated and there
is a salient reference point for the boundary.
Massaro73 and Massarro & Cohen74 have
developed a fuzzy logical model of perception (FLMP)
that produces results that others have taken to be
indicative of CP, even though the model assumes
completely continuous perceptual information. In
particular, FLMP predicts increased sensitivity to
discriminations along boundaries between categories.
In FLMP, continuous perceptual information from
different dimensions is integrated together, and
classification of an item depends on the relative
similarity of the perceptual information to each of
the candidate categories. Thus, the simple presence of
sharp boundaries between categories is not sufficient
to conclude that perceptual dimensions are perceived
categorically or even nonlinearly.
In FLMP and similar models, categories are
explicitly represented as alternatives and similarity
of inputs to categories is a major determinant of
perceptual judgments. This approach of explicitly
representing categories is strongly contrasted to

Beer’s75 dynamical systems approach of using genetic
algorithms to evolve agents’ nervous systems as
they learn a task requiring them to catch circular
objects and to avoid diamond-shaped ones. Learning
produces equivalence classes based on shape and
CP emerges through the coupling of the agent
and environment even though no categorization is
explicitly represented. The success of such a wide
variety of learning and judgment models to explain
CP effects have led researchers to argue that this
effect may emerge out of any sufficiently powerful
learning system.76 This may not bode well for CP
serving as strong diagnostic tool for choosing between
competing models of cognition, but it does speak to
the ubiquitous importance of the phenomenon.

CONCLUSION
The fundamental importance of CP to cognition, and
how it is found across sensory modalities, levels of
processing, and methods for characterizing differential sensitivity, overshadows the poor diagnosticity of
CP for discriminating between formal models of cognition. It may be the case that multiple cognitive mechanisms, all capable of producing CP effects at different
levels of processing, underlie the striking prevalence of
CP effects ranging from differential sensitivity found
in one-dimensional, low-level visual discriminations
to equivalence classes for spoken words in highly varied dialects. In addition, the qualitative differences in
the patterns of sensitivity changes, each of which is
consistent with CP of visual objects, highlight the possibility of learning mechanisms producing CP effects
at varying levels stimuli complexity.
The pervasiveness of CP across many cognitive
domains, through innate or learned mechanisms,
emphasizes the importance of the transformation of
continuously varying sensory dimensions into quasisymbolic equivalence classes for producing reliable
behavior. This transformation of continuous to
discrete is especially critical for language. Language,
at both phoneme and word levels, tends to regularize
object descriptions. Giving multiple objects the same
label increases their subjective similarity, particularly
if the objects are well fit by the label.77 More generally,
the existence of CP makes the theoretically important
point that people organize their world into categories
that, in turn, alter the appearance of this perceived
world.
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